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SA bank pays 6% in interest compounded quarterly. If Tristan has    17,800 in his

account now, how much will he have in 2 years?

1)   

SMary lends    2,200 to Janet at an interest rate of 3%, compounded monthly.

Calculate the interest Janet will pay at the end of the year. Round your answer

to the nearest cent.

2)   

SNicholas deposited    840 into an account that pays 7% in interest  

compounded quarterly. If the deposit is for 2 years, calculate Nicholas’s !nal

balance rounded to the nearest cent. 

3)   

SSasha has saved    27,000 over the years. She invests the entire amount. If she is

paid 4% in interest compounded half-yearly, how much interest will Sasha

earn in 8 years?

4)   

SDaniel had taken a    4,500 loan at an interest rate of 4%, compounded

monthly. How much will he have to repay after a period of 2 years? Round

your answer to the nearest cent. 

5)   
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Name : Answer Key

SA bank pays 6% in interest compounded quarterly. If Tristan has    17,800 in his

account now, how much will he have in 2 years?

1)   

SMary lends    2,200 to Janet at an interest rate of 3%, compounded monthly.

Calculate the interest Janet will pay at the end of the year. Round your answer

to the nearest cent.

2)   

SNicholas deposited    840 into an account that pays 7% in interest  

compounded quarterly. If the deposit is for 2 years, calculate Nicholas’s !nal

balance rounded to the nearest cent. 

3)   

SSasha has saved    27,000 over the years. She invests the entire amount. If she is

paid 4% in interest compounded half-yearly, how much interest will Sasha

earn in 8 years?

4)   

SDaniel had taken a    4,500 loan at an interest rate of 4%, compounded

monthly. How much will he have to repay after a period of 2 years? Round

your answer to the nearest cent. 

5)   

20,051.57S

66.92S

965.06S

10,065.21S

4,874.14S
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